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Abstract. LHCb has recently reported the observation of exotic structures in the J/ψp
channel, in Λb → J/ψK−p decay, which we discuss here and refer to as charmonium-
pentaquark states. The data sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 3.0 fb−1
acquired with the LHCb detector from 7 and 8 TeV pp collisions. An amplitude analysis
of the three-body final state reproduces the two-body mass and angular distributions. To
obtain a satisfactory fit of the structures seen in the J/ψp mass spectrum, it is necessary
to include two Breit-Wigner amplitudes that each describe a resonant state. Details are
given on the significance, and prefered quantum numbers, of these two resonances.
1 Selection of Λb → J/ψK−p at LHCb
The LHCb detector [1, 2] is one of the four major detectors at the Large Hadron Collider. It is
instrumented in a cone arround the proton beam axis, covering the angles between 10 and 250 mrad
in the vertical plane, where most b hadron decays produced in proton-proton collisions occur. The
detector includes a high-precision tracking system with a dipole magnet, providing a measurement
of momentum and impact parameter (IP), defined for charged particles as the minimum distance of a
track to a primary pp interaction vertex (PV). Different types of charged particles are distinguished
using information from two ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors, a calorimeter and a muon system.
We discuss here data from Λb → J/ψK−p decay, corresponding to 1.0 fb−1 of integrated lumi-
nosity acquired by LHCb at
√
s = 7 TeV, and 2.0 fb−1 at
√
s = 8 TeV. Events are triggered by a
J/ψ→ μ+μ− decay, with muon transverse momentum pT larger than 500 MeV. The dimuon system is
required to form a vertex significantly displaced from the nearest pp interaction vertex, and to have an
invariant mass within 120 MeV of the J/ψ mass. After applying these requirements, there is a large
J/ψ signal over a small background. Only candidates with dimuon invariant mass between −48 and
+43 MeV relative to the observed J/ψ mass peak are selected, allowing for photon radiation.
Analysis preselection requirements are imposed prior to using a gradient boosted decision tree,
BDTG [3], that separates the Λ0
b
signal from backgrounds. The pT of individual particles must be
larger than 550 MeV for muons and 250 MeV for hadrons. Each hadron must have a significantly
non-zero impact parameter with respect to the pp interaction vertex, and be positively identified in
the particle ID system. The K−p system must form a vertex with χ2 < 16, as must the two muons from
J/ψ decay. In addition the Λ0
b
candidate must form a good vertex, and the vector from the primary
vertex to the Λ0
b
vertex must align with the Λ0
b
momentum so that the cosine of the angle between
them is larger than 0.999.
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The BDTG technique involves a "training" procedure using sideband data background and sim-
ulated signal samples of 2 × 106 Λb → J/ψK−p events generated uniformly in phase space in the
LHCb acceptance, using Pythia [4], with a special LHCb parameter tune [6], and the LHCb detec-
tor simulation based on Geant4 [7]. Specific backgrounds from B0s and B
0 decays are vetoed, by
removing combinations that when interpreted as J/ψK+π− fall within ± 30 MeV of the B0 mass and
when interpreted as J/ψK+K− fall within ± 30 MeV of the B0s mass. After a relatively tight cut on
the BDTG output variable, 26007 ± 166 signal candidates are selected, containing 5.4% background
within ±15 MeV of the J/ψK−p mas peak, as determined from a fit to the mass spectrum, shown in
Fig. 1.
Figure 1. Invariant mass spectrum of J/ψK−p combinations,
with the total fit, signal, and background components shown
as solid (blue), solid (red), and dashed lines, respectively.
2 Summary of the Λ0
b
→ J/ψK−p Dalitz plot analysis
The large yields of Λ0
b
→ J/ψK−p decays available at LHCb have been used earlier for a precise
measurement of the Λ0
b
lifetime [8]. Fig. 2 shows the Dalitz plot [9] using the K−p and J/ψp invariant
masses-squared as independent variables. A distinct vertical band is observed in the K−p invariant
mass distribution near 2.3 GeV2 corresponding to the Λ(1520) resonance. There is also a distinct
horizontal band near 19.5 GeV2. As structures are seen in both K−p and J/ψp mass distributions
a full amplitude analysis is performed, using the available angular variables in addition to the mass
distributions, in order to determine the resonances present. No structure is seen in the J/ψK− invariant
mass.
Figure 2. Invariant mass squared of K−p versus J/ψp





→ J/ψK−p can proceed by the diagram shown in Fig. 3 (a), and is expected to be












the Standard Model (a),




allowing to form a
pentaquark state (b).
have exotic contributions, as indicated by the diagram in Fig. 3 (b), which could result in resonant
structures in the J/ψp mass spectrum shown in Fig. 3 (b).
In practice, resonances decaying strongly into J/ψp must have a minimal quark content of cc̄uud,
and thus are charmonium pentaquarks. Such states have been labeled P+c , irrespective of the internal
binding mechanism. In order to ascertain if the structures seen in Fig. 4 (b) are resonant in nature and
not due to reflections generated by the Λ∗ states, it is necessary to perform a full amplitude analysis,
allowing for interference effects between both decay sequences.
The analytical structure of the helicity amplitudes used is described in Section 3, and accord-
ing to it a probability density is defined (PDF) that is a function of the six independent dimensions
of the J/ψK−p phase space, namely five decay angles (denoted collectively by Ω) and the K−p in-
variant mass mK p. The total PDF P(mK p,Ω | ω) also depends on a certain number of parameters ω
that include independent helicity amplitudes and resonance constants. The sum over all candidates
−2lnL(ω) = −2 ∑i lnP is minimized to give the estimated values of the parameters ωmin, together
with their covariance matrix. Such maximum likelihood fits are performed to the data, using different
models of the amplitude analysis. The function P(mK p,Ω | ω) includes a background component with
normalization fixed to be 5.4% of the total.
Figure 4. Fit projections for (a) mK p and (b) mJ/ψp for the reduced Λ
∗ model with two P+c states. The data are
shown as solid (black) squares, while the solid (red) points show the results of the fit. The solid (red) histogram
shows the background distribution. The (blue) open squares with the shaded histogram represent the P+c (4450)
state, and the shaded histogram topped with (purple) filled squares represents the P+c (4380) state. Each Λ
∗
component is also shown. The error bars on the points showing the fit results are due to simulation statistics.
The strategy was to first try to fit the data with a model that can describe the mass and angular
ditributions including only Λ∗ resonances, allowing all possible known states and decay amplitudes.
We call this "extended" model. The masses and widths of the 14 Λ∗ states are fixed to their PDG
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Figure 5. mJ/ψp in various intervals of mK p
for the fit with the two P+c states:
(a) mK p < 1.55 GeV,
(b) 1.55 < mK p < 1.70 GeV,
(c) 1.70 < mK p < 2.00 GeV, and
(d) mK p > 2.00 GeV. The data are shown as
(black) squares with error bars, while the
(red) circles show the results of the fit. The
blue and purple histograms show the two P+c
states. See Fig.4 for the legend.
As this model did not give a satisfactory description of the data, one P+c state was added, and
when that was not sufficient, a second state was included. When determining the parameters of the
P+c states, a more restrictive model of the K
−p states (referred to as "reduced" model) was used that
includes only the Λ∗ resonances that are well motivated, and has fewer number of parameters. In both
cases, the helicity couplings were expressed in terms of LS couplings, where L is the orbital angular
momentum of the decay products and S is their total spin. The number of LS couplings used was also
reduced when going from the extended model to the reduced model, which only kept the two lowest
allowed values of L for each resonance.
Using the extended model with one resonant P+c improves the fit quality, but it is still unacceptable
(see Ref. [13] and supplemental material therein). Acceptable fits were only found with two P+c states.
The central values of the fit results are given for the reduced Λ∗ model, and the differences in fitted
quantities between both models are included in their systematic uncertainties.
The best fit combination finds two P+c states with J
P values of 3/2− and 5/2+, for the lower
and higher mass states, respectively. The fit projections are shown in Fig. 4, and both mK p and the
peaking structure in mJ/ψp are reproduced by the fit. The two P
+
c states are found to have masses of
4380 ± 8 ± 29 MeV and 4449.8 ± 1.7 ± 2.5 MeV, with corresponding widths of 205 ± 18 ± 86 MeV
and 39 ± 5 ± 19 MeV. The first uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic. The mass
resolution is approximately 2.5 MeV and does not affect the width determinations. The angular dis-
tributions are reasonably well reproduced. A significant Λ∗ production recoiling against the J/ψ is
observed with the lowest mass contributions, the Λ(1405) and Λ(1520) states having fit fractions of
(15 ± 1 ± 6)% and (19 ± 1 ± 4)%, respectively.
A comparison of the fit results with the data in mK p intervals is particularly enlightening, and it is
shown in Fig. 5. As mK p moves away from the Λ
∗ resonances, the signal from both P+c states becomes
clearer. In slice (d) of Fig. 5 both states form a large part of the mass spectrum. In fact, an interference
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leading to an asymmetric distribution of the helicity angle in the P+c rest frame, i.e. the angle of the
proton in J/ψp rest frame with respect to the P+c flight direction. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 for the
entire mK p range, as described in Ref. [14] . The summed fit projections agree well with the angular
distributions in the data showing that two interfering states are needed to reproduce the asymmetric
distribution.
Figure 6. Distribution of the cosine of the J/ψ angle in the
P+c rest frame (θP+c ). The interference between opposite parity
P+c states is needed to explain the decay angular distribution.
The fit projections are shown, indicating the combined signal
(green), and the individually symmetric rates for each of the
intefering amplitudes.Values of cosθP+c near -1 are correlated
with values of mK p near threshold, while those near +1 are
correlated with higher values.
The -2lnL values differ by only one unit between the best fit and the parity reversed combination
(3/2+, 5/2−). Other spin-parity combinations are less likely, although the (5/2+, 3/2−) pair changes
-2lnL by only 2.32 units and therefore cannot be ruled out. All combinations 1/2± through 7/2± were
tested, and all others are disfavored by changes of more than 52 in the -2lnL values.
Adding a single 5/2+ P+c state to the fit with only Λ
∗ states reduces -2lnL by 14.72 using the
extended model and adding a second lower mass 3/2− P+c state results in a further reduction of 11.6
2.
The combined reduction of -2lnL by the two states together is 18.72. An independent calculation was
performed by generating pseudoexperiments using the null hypothesis having amplitude parameters
determined from the fits to the data with no or one P+c state. These studies show a reduction of the
significances by about 20%, giving overall significances of 9σ and 12σ, for the lower and higher mass
P+c states, respectively. The combined significance of two P
+
c states is 15σ.
3 The multi-resonance model




∗ → K−p and Λ0
b
→ P+c K−, P+c → J/ψp, with J/ψ→ μ+μ− in both cases. The helicity formalism is
used [11], where each sequential decay A → BC contributes an amplitude term
HA→BCλB,λC D
JA
λA,λB−λC (φB, θA, 0)
∗
RA(mBC) = HA→BCλB,λC eiλAφB d
JA
λA,λA−λB (θA)RA(mBC) ,
where λ is the helicity (projection of the spin of the particle onto its momentum vector), and HA→BCλB,λC
are complex helicity-coupling amplitudes describing the decay dynamics. Here, θA and φB are the
polar and azimuthal angles of B in the rest frame of A (θA is known as the helicity angle of A). The
three angles of Wigner’s D matrix are Euler angles describing the rotation of the initial coordinate
system with the z axis along the helicity axis of A to the coordinate system with the z axis along the
helicity axis of B. If A has a non-negligible natural width, the invariant mass distribution of the B and
C daughters is described by the complex function RA(mBC) discussed below.
The helicity couplings can be further expressed in terms of LS couplings (BLS ), when the decay
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Gordan coefficients, the helicity couplings are expressed in terms of LS couplings (BLS ), where L is












λB −λC λB − λC
) (
L S JA
0 λB − λC λB − λC
)
.
Denoting J/ψ as ψ, the matrix element for the Λ0
b





































where the x axis, in the coordinates describing the Λ0
b
decay, is chosen to fit φΛ∗ = 0. The sum over n
is due to many different Λ∗n resonances contributing to the amplitude. Since the J/ψ decay is electro-











). They can be reduced to only one
(three) free BLS coupling to fit if only the lowest (the lowest two) values of L are considered. The
mass mK p, together with all decay angles entering Eq. 3, θΛ0
b
, θΛ∗n , θK , θψ, and θμ (denoted collectively
as Ω), constitute the six independent dimensions of the Λ0
b
→ JψpK− decay phase space.
Figure 7. Definition of
the decay angles in the
P+c decay sequence.


















































where the angles and helicity states carry the superscript or subscript Pc to distinguish them from
those defined for the Λ∗ decay chain. The sum over j allows for the possibility of contributions















couplings to determine from the data.
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Here p is the X = Λ∗ or P+c momentum in the Λ
0
b
rest frame, and q is the momentum of either
decay product of X in the X rest frame. The symbols p0 and q0 denote values of these quantities at
the resonance peak (m = M0X). The orbital angular momentum between the decay products of Λ
0
b




. Similarly LX is the orbital angular momentum between the decay products of X.
The orbital angular momentum barrier factors pLB
′
L
(p, p0, d) involve the Blatt-Weisskopf functions,
and account for the difficulty in creating larger orbital angular momentum L, which depends on the
momentum of the decay products p and on the size of the decaying particle, given by the d constant.
The value d = 3.0 GeV−1 ∼0.6 fm was set. The relativistic Breit-Wigner amplitude is given by
BW(m|M0X ,Γ0X) = 1
M2
0X














is the mass-dependent width of the resonance. For the Λ(1405) resonance, which peaks below the
K−p threshold, a Flatté-like parametrization [12] is used, with appropriate values of the couplings for
the allowed channels Σπ and K p.
To properly describe the interference between the Λ∗ and P+c amplitudes, the proton and muon
helicity states must be rotated from the Λ∗ to the P+c rest frames. In the proton case, the rotation angle
is θp (see Fig. 7), and no azimuth is involved since the Λ
∗ and the P+c decay in the same plane. In
the muon case, an azimuthal rotation about the J/ψ flight direction, by an angle αμ, is implied in the
transformation between the above reference frames, the polar angle being absent just because the μ+




































where Δλμ = ±1 accounts for both muon spin-aligned orientations. Parity conservation in Λ0b





= +1 and λΛ0
b
= −1 are equally likely, which is reflected in Eq. 2.
Figure 8. Fitted values of the real and imaginary parts
of the amplitudes for the baseline (3/2−, 5/2+) fit for
(a) the Pc(4450)
+ state and (b) the Pc(4380)
+ state,
each divided into six mJ/ψp bins of equal width
between −Γ0 and +Γ0 shown in the Argand diagrams
as connected points with error bars (mJ/ψp increases
counterclockwise).The solid (red) curves are the
predictions from the Briet-Wigner formula in Eq. 1
evaluated for the fitted values of the mass and width
in each case.
The matrix element given by Eq. 2 is a six dimensional function of mK p and Ω and depends on
the fit parameters ω, which represent independent helicity or LS couplings, and masses and widths of
resonances M =M(mK p,Ω | ω). After accounting for the selection efficiency, the probability density
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4 Further evidence of resonant character
The resonant character of the higher mass, narrower P+c state is further explored by viewing the evolu-
tion of the mJ/ψp dependent part of the Breit-Wigner amplitude discussed above for the Pc(4450)
+, in
formula 1. Its magnitude and phase vary with mJ/ψp according to an approximately circular trajectory,
as it is shown in Fig. 8 (a). The resulting Argand diagram is consistent with a rapid counterclockwise
change of the Pc(4450)
+ phase when its magnitude reaches the maximum, a behavior characteristic
of a resonance. A similar study for the wider state is also shown in Fig. 8 (b), where the fit also shows
a large phase change, the amplitude values being sensitive to the details of the Λ∗ model, and so this
latter study is not conclusive.
5 Summary
In conclusion, a full amplitude fit has been presented to the Λ0
b
→ J/ψK−p decay. A significant
Λ
∗ production recoiling against the J/ψ is observed, and the data cannot be satisfactorily described
without including two Breit-Wigner shaped resonances in the J/ψp invariant mass distribution. The
significances of the lower mass and higher mass states are 9 and 12 standard deviations, respec-
tively. These structures cannot be accounted for by reflections from J/ψΛ∗ resonances or other
known sources. Interpreted as resonant states they must have minimal quark content cc̄uud, and
would therefore be called charmonium pentaquark states. The lighter state Pc(4380)
+ has a mass of
4380 ± 8 ± 29 MeV and a width of 205 ± 18 ± 86 MeV, while the heavier state Pc(4450)+ has a mass
of 4449.8±1.7±2.5 MeV and a width of 39 ± 5 ± 19 MeV. The parities of the two states are opposite
with the preferred spins being 3/2 for one state and 5/2 for the other.
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